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Tracers of DM
Type

★ Photo-z Galaxy surveys: 
redshift determined using 
the magnitude of a galaxy, 
low z resolution high 
number of objects;

★ Spectroscopic galaxy 
surveys: redshift 
determined using 
emission lines, good z 
accuracy low number of 
detected objects

Survey available

MeerKAT (SKA 
precursor), ASKAP,  
SPHEREx



Tracers of DM
Type

★ Continuum Radio 
Surveys

★ Intensity mapping of the 
21cm hydrogen line: high 
z accuracy low angular 
resolution

★ Intensity mapping of 
Optical lines as H-Alpha 
or FIR lines (CII or CO)

Survey available

MeerKAT, CHIME, BINGO, 
HIRAX, Tianlai

SPHEREx, CDIM, 
TIME, PIXIE, 
COPSS



2.1 The HI brightness temperature 21

emission, a result of a forbidden spin transition otherwise known as hyperfine transition,
occurs when the spin of the proton and electron align (same direction) and then transition to
skew (opposite direction). During this process a photon is emitted at 1420.4 MHz or 21cm,
as seen in Figure 2.2. Photons at this wavelength result in weak emission line that does not
get obstructed from cosmic dust and the Earth’s atmosphere.

Fig. 2.2 An artistic view of the 21cm Hyperfine transition
[40].

Determining the HI brightness requires a model to expalin how the HI density evolves over
redshift. The derivation of the HI density (WHI) is summarized from Appendix A of [35],

WHI(z) =
1

r0
c

Z •

0
n(M,z)MHI(M,z)dM (2.1)

Where r0
c is the critical density of the Universe today, n(M,z) is the halo mass function at

redshift z respectively. The density is dependant on the average HI mass function MHI(M,z),
which takes in M (dark matter halo mass) at a given redshift (z) and produces the HI mass.

The MHI(M,z) can be modeled by a power law function, based upon hydro-dynamical
simulations of [41]:

MHI = eg(z)M3/4exp(�(Mmin(z)/M)2). (2.2)

HI Intensity mapping
• Low resolution technique 

to measure the large 
scale structure of the 
universe;


• We don’t need to resolve 
individual galaxies 
because all emitters 
contribute to the signal;


• Intensity traces the 
density field and 
wavelength/frequency 
bins are equivalent to 
redshift bins;

Credit: M. Silva

Galaxies

Maps of 
intensity

Multi-wavelength cosmology - JF
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Radio Cosmology

Multi-wavelength cosmology - JF

Types of Cosmological Tracers


• Continuum galaxy survey


• HI galaxy survey


• HI IM

Planned/proposed surveys: 


• MeerKLASS (survey with MeerKAT): 
4000deg2, 4000h, 64 dishes of 
13.5m


• SKA1 Mid: MeerKAT dishes + 133 
15m dishes, 20000deg2, 10000h

Tracers of DM
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Abstract
We present a detailed overview of the cosmological surveys that will be carried out with Phase 1 of the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA1), and the science that they will enable. We highlight three main surveys: a medium-deep
continuum weak lensing and low-redshift spectroscopic HI galaxy survey over 5,000 deg2; a wide and deep
continuum galaxy and HI intensity mapping survey over 20,000 deg2 from z = 0.35°3; and a deep, high-redshift
HI intensity mapping survey over 100 deg2 from z = 3°6. Taken together, these surveys will achieve an array
of important scientific goals: measuring the equation of state of dark energy out to z ª 3 with percent-level
precision measurements of the cosmic expansion rate; constraining possible deviations from General Relativity
on cosmological scales by measuring the growth rate of structure through multiple independent methods;
mapping the structure of the Universe on the largest accessible scales, thus constraining fundamental properties
such as isotropy, homogeneity, and non-Gaussianity; and measuring the HI density and bias out to z = 6.
These surveys will also provide highly complementary clustering and weak lensing measurements that have
independent systematic uncertainties to those of optical surveys like LSST and Euclid, leading to a multitude of
synergies that can improve constraints significantly beyond what optical or radio surveys can achieve on their
own. This document, the 2018 Red Book, provides reference technical specifications, cosmological parameter
forecasts, and an overview of relevant systematic effects for the three key surveys, and will be regularly updated
by the Cosmology Science Working Group in the run up to start of operations and the Key Science Programme of
SKA1.

Keywords: Radio Telescopes, Cosmology, Galaxy Redshift Surveys, Weak Lensing, Intensity Mapping.
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Multi-tracer Technique
Uses two (or more) independent tracers of the matter stochastic DM 

distribution to beat down cosmic variance.

Seljak PRL 2009
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Effects on super horizon scales
Non-Gaussianity  

First order correction to the 

Newtonian potential:

Affects the distribution of galaxies on

large scales:

Current constrains from Planck:

Estimated errors for future surveys (Camera et al 2015, Alonso et al 2015):

� = �G + fNL

�
�2

G � h�Gi2
�

� (fNL) ' 6.5

b(z, k) = bG(z) + 3[bG(z)� 1]fNL
⌦mH

2
0�c

D(z)T (k)k2

�SKA1,IM (fNL) ' 3, �SKA2,Gal(fNL) ' 1.6

�Spectr,Euclid(fNL) ' 6.6, �Photo,LSST (fNL) ' 4.3

Camera et al, PRL 2013

Multi-wavelength cosmology - JF

LSS convention

PA(k) = (bA + fµ2)2PDM (k)

Dalal et al 2008; Matarese & Verde 2008



GR Effects 

• Small corrections in the determination of the 
redshift of an incoming photon

• Mimic fNL local (Bruni et al. 12, Jeong et al. 12)

� (fGR)

fGR
'

8
<

:

2.8 SKA, IM ,
2.6 Spect, Euclid,
2.3 Photo, LSST.Credit: Alvise Raccanelli

Multi-wavelength cosmology - JF

Effects on super horizon scales
��s

` +�RSD
` +�

+�Doppler
` +�!�N

`

+�SW
` +�TD

` +�ISW
`

�` =

(

Current estimated errors for future 

surveys (Alonso et al 2015):

Conventional Terms

CAB
` (zi, zj) = 4⇡

R
d ln k�WA

` (zi, k)�
WB
` (zj , k)P(k)



The estimator does not have Cosmic Variance 
�1
�2

=
b1 + . . .

b2 + . . .

JF, Stefano Camera, Mário G. Santos & Roy Maartens ApJL 2015

Measuring effects on large-scales
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The estimator does not have Cosmic Variance 

No Cosmic Variance

�1
�2

=
b1 + . . .

b2 + . . .

JF, Stefano Camera, Mário G. Santos & Roy Maartens ApJL 2015

Measuring effects on large-scales
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• fNL opens a new window to probe the primordial 
universe. Error below 1 start probing the different 
types of inflationary models (de Putter el al 2017).


• “GR effects” are further probes of general relativity, 
namely the potential and the metric theory;


• Probes of effects on large scales beyond standard 
physics;

Why bother?

Multi-wavelength cosmology - JF

Measuring effects on large-scales

Only possible using cross-correlations  
and auto-correlations together 



Constrains on Ultra Large 
Scale Effects

Continuum Radio Galaxies with SKA1  Ferramacho et al. 2014
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FIG. 4: Dependence of the uncertainty on fNL, ✏GR and ✏WL on the assumed Gaussian constant prior on the magnification bias
(left panel) and the evolution bias (right panel). The significance of the detection of the lensing magnification term depends
very strongly on the prior on s. Likewise the error on ✏GR is particularly sensitive to the prior on fevo when both tracers are
combined, and the detection of GR e↵ects only becomes optimal for �fevo . 0.1.

FIG. 5: Joint constraints on fNL, ✏GR and ✏WL for the red
and blue samples (red and blue contours respectively) as well
as for a joint analysis of both (black contours) for optimistic
priors �fevo = �s = 0.1.

values for these uncertainties are given in Table II. Note
that, unlike in the case of ✏GR there is only a mild im-
provement in the figure of merit for fNL and ✏WL in the
multi-tracer analysis with respect to the deepest LSST
blue sample alone. The main reason for this is that, un-
like in the case of the evolution bias, the di↵erences in

the magnification and clustering biases of both tracers
are not so large.
We have also produced forecasts for the Dark Energy

Survey, using the same models adopted for LSST with
a magnitude limit of r = 24 and fsky = 1/8. The re-
sults are also included in Table II: DES should, in the
best-case scenario, be able to make a ⇠ 3� detection of
the relativistic corrections. This result, however, could
be compromised by the possible systematic e↵ects that
could dominate the clustering statistics on large angular
scales. We will discuss these in Section VII.

V. RADIO EXPERIMENTS

A. Cosmological radio surveys

With the forthcoming wide-area radioastronomy facil-
ities, the field of observational large-scale structure will
soon begin to reap the benefits of observing in the ra-
dio regime. The low atmospheric absorption and dust
obscuration in a wide range of radio frequencies makes
it possible to observe objects at significantly higher red-
shifts than are usually targeted in optical/NIR surveys,
and in the next decades radio surveys will be able to
cover comparably wide areas with similar source number
densities. In addition to that, the relative isolation of the
few emission lines of astrophysical interest in the radio
spectrum (e.g. the neutral hydrogen line at 1.4 GHz or
molecular CO at 115 GHz) makes it possible to conduct
intensity mapping observations, producing tomographic
maps of the density fluctuations of these species.
In this section we will describe two main cosmological

probes of the low-redshift Universe in radio experiments:

16

Experiment type Tracers �(fNL) �(✏GR) �(✏WL)

Photometric survey LSST, red-only 4.53 (4.54) 1.65 (1.70) 0.18 (0.67)

(LSST) LSST, blue-only 1.71 (1.72) 3.45 (3.48) 0.12 (0.61)

LSST, red ⇥ blue 1.62 (1.63) 0.10 (0.17) 0.10 (0.36)

DES, red ⇥ blue 7.18 (7.20) 0.29 (0.32) 0.06 (0.06) (⇤)

Radio IM-only 3.00 (3.01) 2.71 (2.75) —

(SKA1-MID) IM⇥Cont., 1 sample 0.86 (0.89) 1.47 (1.95) 1.16 (3.80)

IM⇥Cont., 2 samples 0.69 (0.71) 1.23 (1.43) 0.33 (2.21)

Continuum-only, 2 samples 1.91 (1.97) 23.9 (31.1) 0.56 (2.85)

Synergy IM⇥all 0.41 (0.41) 0.15 (0.39) 0.09 (0.32)

(SKA1-MID⇥LSST) IM⇥red⇥blue 0.40 (0.40) 0.05 (0.12) 0.07 (0.19)

TABLE II: Forecasted constraints on fNL, ✏GR, and ✏WL for the di↵erent experiments explored in this work. In each case, the
constraints assuming optimistic and pessimistic priors on the magnification and evolution biases are shown with and without
parentheses respectively. (⇤)Note that the uncertainty on ✏WL is shown to be smaller for DES than LSST. This does not mean
that DES would be better at measuring lensing, only that the value of the magnification bias at the magnitude limit of DES
(⇠ 24) enhances the lensing magnification e↵ect. LSST would be able to greatly improve on this result by adopting a di↵erent
(lower) flux cut. This was already noted in [59].

FIG. 10: Dependence of the constraints on ✏GR (solid) and
fNL (dashed) on the largest angular scale included in the anal-
ysis (given by the minimum multipole `min), for three di↵erent
tracer combinations: LSST red and blue galaxies (black), in-
tensity mapping and our 2 continuum samples (green) and IM
combined with both LSST samples (yellow). The constraints
degrade significantly after `min ⇠ 10.

tering observed on large angular distances, since both
e↵ects grow towards the galactic plane. Another specific
source of systematic uncertainty for photometric surveys
is the incorrect characterization of the window functions
corresponding to each redshift bin. This can be caused
by uncertainties in the galaxy redshift distribution, due
to the absence of precise redshifts, and to inaccuracies
in the characterization of the photo-z distribution as a
function of redshift.

Most of these systematic e↵ects, unless corrected for,

will limit our ability to use the observations on the largest
angular scales. We have studied the dependence of our
forecasts on the largest scale included in the analysis (i.e.
the minimum angular multipole `min) in Figure 10 for
our best three tracer combinations (LSST red and blue,
IM combined with the two continuum samples and IM
combined with the two LSST samples). The constraints
on fNL and ✏GR degrade significantly above `min ⇠ 10.

In addition to these systematic e↵ects, we have also
identified other challenges that must be tackled before
this detection can be achieved. We have found that hav-
ing at least two tracers with very di↵erent magnifica-
tion and/or evolution biases is key to boosting the signal
of GR e↵ects, and we have illustrated this point with
the case of red and blue galaxies in photometric surveys.
However, we have also seen that, even if such tracers can
be found, a su�ciently precise knowledge of their joint
magnitude-redshift distribution is necessary to statisti-
cally detect the GR e↵ects, which would otherwise be
swamped by the uncertainties on s(z) and fevo. In the
case of LSST we have shown that priors of the order of
�s ' �fevo ' 0.1 would be needed to optimize this
measurement. To put these uncertainties into perspec-
tive, we should note that the uncertainty in the value of
fevo propagated from the errors in the estimate of the
luminosity function for red galaxies made by [40], based
on data from the DEEP2 and COMBO-17 surveys, is
of the order of �fevo ⇠ 2 at high redshifts (z & 0.8),
where the GR e↵ects are maximally boosted. Assuming
that this uncertainty decreases with the square-root of
the observed number of galaxies, spectroscopic observa-
tions of a representative sample of ⇠ 1.5 million galaxies
with redshifts above ⇠ 0.8 would be needed to achieve
the optimal sensitivity. This would correspond to a frac-
tion of ⇠ 2% of the total red sample expected for LSST in
the same redshift range. The Dark Energy Spectroscopic
Instrument (DESI) [62], for instance, should be able to

Internal Multitracing of galaxy samples
Alonso et al. 15

Measuring effects on large-scales



Euclid-like
LSST-like

JF, Stefano Camera, 
Mário G. Santos & Roy 
Maartens ApJL 2015

Measuring effects on large-scales

Multi-wavelength cosmology - JF

fsky

0.18

0.36

0.72

HI IM with photo-z galaxy surveys
Fonseca et al. 15

Hunting down horizon-scale e↵ects with multi-wavelength surveys 5

Fig. 3.— Joint 1� marginal error contours for `max = 300 without
{ln bAi , lnQi} for the two photo-z Gaussian bias models and the
three survey scenarios.

TABLE 2

Marginal errors from the MT analysis for the three

photo-z scenarios with Gaussian bias
p
1 + z (or 1 + z) and

`max = 300.

�(fGR) �(fNL)
(i) 0.071 (0.070) 1.12 (0.65)
(ii) 0.059 (0.060) 0.94 (0.56)
(iii) 0.048 (0.053) 0.79 (0.48)

of GR e↵ects and PNG for the three photo-z scenarios
and two biases. Results are shown for `max = 300 and
no nuisance parameters.

To conclude, the MT technique will allow synergies be-
tween SKA and Euclid to provide game-changing mea-
surements on horizon scales. We have shown that this
can break through the PNG barrier of �(fNL) = 1 and
make the first ever detections of the GR e↵ects. More-
over, our analysis shows that with this new method, we
need to rethink the way large-scale surveys are being de-
signed. Ultra-large volumes are no longer the ultimate
goal, as we can cancel cosmic variance when probing
these features. Instead, we only need to probe up to the
required scale and maximisation of the signal-to-noise
should be the priority instead. In this context a survey
of about 10,000 deg2 should be enough. This at the same
time will make it easier for the SKA1 cosmology survey
to be commensal with other science cases. Finally, al-
though we have not addressed specifically the issue of
foreground contamination, it is expected that the MT
technique will alleviate this problem even further since
any possible residuals from the cleaning process (Alonso
et al. 2015) and even systematics should be uncorrelated
between Hi IM and the photo-z galaxy survey.

NOTE ADDED. While this paper was being completed,
Alonso & Ferreira (2015) appeared, covering a similar
topic.
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Probing ultra-large scales with SKA1 3

Table 1. Marginal errors on fNL, lensing and GR e↵ects using the MT technique with SKA1 HI IM surveys in conjugation with the photometric redshift
surveys of Euclid and of LSST for three di↵erent cases.

Synergy �( fNL) �("Lens) �("GR) �("Doppler) �("TD) �("SW) �("ISW)
SKA1 HI IM ⇥ Euclid 1.1 - - - - - -

1.1 0.033 0.19 - - - -
1.3 0.033 - 0.19 5.3 5.5 16

SKA1 HI IM ⇥ LSST 0.67 - - - - - -
0.68 0.043 0.12 - - - -
0.96 0.043 - 0.13 5.7 4.0 7.5

Figure 1. The 1� (thin) and 2� (thick) contours for the forecasted marginal errors on fNL and Lensing (left), and GR e↵ects (right) assuming Case 2.

Figure 2. Dependence of �( fNL) on the SKA1 total integration time of the overlap area for the three sets of parameters considered. Left: SKA1 with Euclid.
Left: SKA1 with LSST.

Switzer E. R., Masui K. W., Bandura K., Calin L.-M., Chang T.-C., Chen
X.-L., Li Y.-C., Liao Y.-W., Natarajan A., Pen U.-L., Peterson J. B.,
Shaw J. R., Voytek T. C., 2013, MNRAS, 434, L46
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X.-L., Li Y.-C., Liao Y.-W., Natarajan A., Pen U.-L., Peterson J. B.,
Shaw J. R., Voytek T. C., 2013, MNRAS, 434, L46
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Table 1. Marginal errors on fNL, "Doppler, "SW and "ISW for di↵erent bin-
nings �z, for the two IM surveys separately and combined via MT analysis,
assuming fsky = 0.75, 0.2  z  3, and the instrumental noise given in §3.

�z �( fNL) �("Doppler) �("SW) �("ISW)
Hi 5.0 5.9 14 11

0.2 H↵ 3.9 8.1 30 22
MT 1.2 0.64 6.0 9.7

Hi 4.3 4.9 12 11
0.1 H↵ 3.5 6.8 27 22

MT 1.1 0.39 5.6 9.5
Hi 3.5 4.3 11 9.5

�zmin H↵ 3.4 6.3 26 20
MT 1.0 0.33 4.9 8.3

Table 2. As in Table 1, for conditional errors on fNL.

�z Hi H↵ MT
0.2 2.4 1.4 1.0
0.1 2.1 1.3 0.92
�zmin 1.8 1.3 0.86

We assume a redshift range 0.2  z  3 and we compare
three binning strategies to see their e↵ects on forecasts: conser-
vative, with 14 thick bins of width �z = 0.2; less conservative,
with 28 bins of size �z = 0.1; using the full spectral resolution
of SPHEREx, i.e., �zmin = (1 + z)/41.5. SKA1 has much higher
redshift resolution, but the MT requires equal binning.

The Fisher matrix depends on the surveyed area either directly
via fsky = ⌦survey/4⇡ in (24), or indirectly via the maximum access-
ible scale, `min = 1 + integer (⇡/

p
⌦survey). We assume an overlap

sky fraction of fsky = 0.75, so that `min = 2.
Our focus is on ultra-large scale e↵ects, so we do not need to

model nonlinear scales, k > kNL, where (Smith et al. 2003)

kNL(z) ⇡ kNL,0 (1 + z)2/(2+ns) , kNL,0 ⇡ 0.2h Mpc�1 , (29)
`NL ⇡ �kNL , (30)

and we used the Limber approximation. We cap contributions to the
Fisher matrix from a redshift bin i at `imax = max (300, `iNL). This
is only relevant for the lowest redshift bins where `NL is small. At
high z, `max = 300 is conservative, but this has a negligible e↵ect
on our results.

5 RESULTS

The forecast marginal errors for the ultra-large scale parameters
fNL, "Doppler, "SW and "ISW are summarised in Table 1. Results are
shown for each binning strategy. For comparison, the single-tracer
constraints with the same binning are shown. Increasing the red-
shift resolution does improve the results mildly. (Note that the fNL

constraints for SKA1 would improve considerably if the greater
available spectral resolution were used.) As expected, the MT tech-
nique improves the errors, especially for the Doppler term. The
forecast ⇠ 3� detection of the Doppler term is consistent with the
results of Abramo & Bertacca (2017), who applied the MT tech-
nique to two galaxy surveys, based on the monopole and dipole of
the Cartesian power spectrum. We marginalised over all the other
parameters, since our focus is on fNL and the GR e↵ects. Marginal-
isation includes any correlations between As and the " parameters
in the quoted errors. Since As is an overall scale-independent amp-
litude, while fNL and the " parameters are multiplied by terms with
1/k or 1/k2 dependences, we expect little correlation with As.

Figure 2. The 1� (thick) and 2� (thin) contours for the marginal errors of
fNL and the Doppler (solid blue), SW (dashed red) and ISW (dot-dashed
green) GR e↵ects. ( fsky = 0.75, 0.2  z  3 and redshift resolution �zmin.)

In Table 2, for comparison we give the conditional errors on
fNL. For the single-tracer case there is a substantial improvement
from marginal to conditional error, as expected. This is not true
for the multi-tracer case: the auto- and cross-correlations reduce
degeneracies between parameters, leading to a smaller improve-
ment. The single-tracer case does not give prospects of crossing the
� fNL ⇠ 1 threshold, due to cosmic variance, in agreement with pre-
vious results (Camera et al. 2013; Camera et al. 2015c; Alonso et al.
2015a; Raccanelli et al. 2016). The MT results just reach � fNL ⇡ 1
(marginal error), not as good as MT with Hi IM and photometric
surveys (Alonso & Ferreira 2015; Fonseca et al. 2015). The MT
technique is known to improve with the increasing di↵erence in
bias-like parameters of the tracers. For two IM surveys, the cluster-
ing biases have a small ratio (see Fig. 1), the evolution biases are
equal, and both have no magnification bias. By contrast, an IM and
a photo-z survey have significant di↵erences in all 3 astrophysical
parameters (Alonso & Ferreira 2015; Fonseca et al. 2015).

Constraints on fNL are intimately connected to those on the GR
e↵ects, given the partial degeneracy between the e↵ects of prim-
ordial non-Gaussianity and those of GR corrections (Bruni et al.
2012; Jeong et al. 2012; Camera et al. 2015). This can be seen in
Fig. 2, showing the forecast 1� and 2� marginalised contours for
fNL with the di↵erent GR e↵ects. Table 1 shows that the Doppler
term is well constrained by the IM MT (with maximal redshift res-
olution), implying that it would be detectable at ⇠ 3�. Neither the
SW nor the ISW terms are constrained by the MT.

With the MT we are no longer cosmic variance limited. The
instrumental noise is thus the most important source of uncertainty
for ultra-large scale parameters. We see this in Figs. 3 and 4, show-
ing the forecast errors as a function of the fraction of the reference
noise (= 1), for the three di↵erent binning strategies. While the
errors are sensitive to the redshift resolution, they are even more
sensitive to the experimental noise. The reference noise is given in
§3 and we vary the noise simultaneously for the two experiments,
allowing also for higher noise. While for SKA1 one can lower the
noise by increasing the observation time, one would need to wait
for a more futuristic H↵ experiment to improve sensitivity.

It is also interesting to compare how this combination of
tracers would perform if we bundle all GR e↵ects together, as in
Alonso & Ferreira (2015) and Fonseca et al. (2015). The forecast
result using the MT technique ranges from �"GR (�z = 0.2) = 0.63
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surveys (Alonso & Ferreira 2015; Fonseca et al. 2015). The MT
technique is known to improve with the increasing di↵erence in
bias-like parameters of the tracers. For two IM surveys, the cluster-
ing biases have a small ratio (see Fig. 1), the evolution biases are
equal, and both have no magnification bias. By contrast, an IM and
a photo-z survey have significant di↵erences in all 3 astrophysical
parameters (Alonso & Ferreira 2015; Fonseca et al. 2015).

Constraints on fNL are intimately connected to those on the GR
e↵ects, given the partial degeneracy between the e↵ects of prim-
ordial non-Gaussianity and those of GR corrections (Bruni et al.
2012; Jeong et al. 2012; Camera et al. 2015). This can be seen in
Fig. 2, showing the forecast 1� and 2� marginalised contours for
fNL with the di↵erent GR e↵ects. Table 1 shows that the Doppler
term is well constrained by the IM MT (with maximal redshift res-
olution), implying that it would be detectable at ⇠ 3�. Neither the
SW nor the ISW terms are constrained by the MT.

With the MT we are no longer cosmic variance limited. The
instrumental noise is thus the most important source of uncertainty
for ultra-large scale parameters. We see this in Figs. 3 and 4, show-
ing the forecast errors as a function of the fraction of the reference
noise (= 1), for the three di↵erent binning strategies. While the
errors are sensitive to the redshift resolution, they are even more
sensitive to the experimental noise. The reference noise is given in
§3 and we vary the noise simultaneously for the two experiments,
allowing also for higher noise. While for SKA1 one can lower the
noise by increasing the observation time, one would need to wait
for a more futuristic H↵ experiment to improve sensitivity.
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Figure 3. Full-sky maps of the di↵erent foregrounds and the cosmological signal for a frequency slice ⌫ ⇠ 565MHz. Temperatures are
given in mK (with the top left plot showing log

10
(Tsynch)), except in the case of the polarized fraction (upper right panel), which is

dimensionless.

To summarize, the method we have used to simulate
the polarized synchrotron foreground is:

(i) Generate a Gaussian random realization of the µ(x, n̂)

with power spectrum Cl / l
��

e
�x

2
⇠
2
 
/2 (arbitrary normal-

ization). The range and resolution in x for these realizations
will be governed by the convergence of the integral in Eq.
(43) for all values of �(n̂).

(ii) For each line of sight n̂ and frequency ⌫, we calcu-
late the integral in Eq. (43) by summing over the realiza-
tions of µ. Note that each line of sight has its own “Faraday
width” �(n̂), which will determine the relative depolariza-
tion of that LOS.

(iii) Fix the proportionality constant in Eq. (43) by re-
quiring the average polarized fraction at large (microwave)
frequencies and high galactic latitudes to be ⇠ 0.2� 0.3, as
measured by CMB experiments (Kogut et al. 2007).

We are mainly interested in the amount of polarized in-
tensity that is leaked into the unpolarized part due to instru-
mental issues. The default version of our code implements
this simply as a constant fraction of the Stokes parameter
Q:

Tleak(⌫, n̂) = ✏p T
Q

syn(⌫, n̂). (44)

We would like to emphasize that this model is overly simple
and not at allrealistic, since the leakage is defined with re-
spect to telescope coordinates, and thus will correspond to
di↵erent combinations of Q and U depending on the time
of observation. Our aim here is to provide only an order-of-
magnitude comparison between the polarization leakage and
the cosmological signal (e.g. Figure 8), but for any practical
application a more precise parametrization would be neces-
sary, using the full Q and U maps provided by the code.

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15
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Figure 2. Galaxy (left) and HI map at 1050 MHz (z ' 0.35) with a redshift bin width of �z = 0.1. We choose a low-redshift bin in
order to make the tight correlation between both maps more visually apparent. Both maps trace the same DM background, and show
the pure cosmological signal, before inclusion of foregrounds, beam smoothing or noise. Note that the HI maps were generated in much
thinner bins of �⌫ = 1 MHz. Noise, beam and foreground simulation was done in these thin bins, and those maps were later merged to
match the thicker bins of the galaxy maps.

overdensity without shot noise. We simulate these as an al-
ternative intensity mapping species with unit mean temper-
ature and a bias given by the galaxy bias. The foregrounds
are simulated using ForGet, part of the publicly available
CRIME package8 (Alonso et al. 2014). We consider 4 unpo-
larized foreground sources, including galactic synchrotron,
galactic and extragalactic free-free emission and extragalac-
tic point sources.

From these outputs we produce maps of the 21cm tem-
perature fluctuations and of the galaxy overdensity on thin
radial bins with an equivalent frequency width �⌫ = 1MHz.
After the foreground cleaning stage, described in section 3.2,
the resulting 21cm maps are merged to thicker bins with a
width of �z = 0.1, and the same is done to estimate the
galaxy overdensity in bins of the same width.

Finally, in order to study the statistical properties
of our estimators, we generate Nsim = 200 simulations
of the dark matter background, using di↵erent seeds for
the Gaussian density field. Each simulation is populated
with the HI and galaxy distributions, using di↵erent seeds
for the noise realization and foreground maps. All simula-
tions assume a ⇤CDM cosmological model with parameters
(⌦M ,⌦b, ns,�8, h) = (0.3, 0.05, 0.96, 0.8, 0.7).

Figure 2 shows simulated maps of the galaxy overden-
sity (left) and the HI temperature (right) using this pro-
cedure at a redshift z ' 0.35. Both maps are very strongly
correlated, and display similar structures. This tight correla-
tion is the basis for the cosmic-variance cancellation implicit
in multi-tracer studies.

3.2 Foreground Removal

Foreground removal methods for 21cm intensity mapping
(Chapman et al. 2013; Wolz et al. 2014; Shaw et al. 2014,
2015; Alonso et al. 2015a; Zuo et al. 2018) try to separate
the cosmological and foreground signals by making use of
their di↵erent spectral properties: while foregrounds are ex-
pected to have a smooth dependence with frequency, which

8 https://github.com/damonge/CRIME

should also be highly correlated across the sky, the cosmo-
logical signal follows the large-scale structure, and therefore
contains power across a large range of Fourier scales (both
in frequency and angles).

Let d be a vector containing our measurements of the
brightness temperature along a fixed line of sight. In general
it will contain contributions from foregrounds f , cosmologi-
cal signal c and instrument noise n:

d = f + c+ n = f + s, (13)

where we have grouped all noise-like components into s ⌘
c+n. Most foreground removal methods recover an estimate
of s by linearly filtering the data:

sc = W · d, (14)

using a filter W that minimizes the presence of foreground
residuals on s. For instance, principal component analysis
(PCA) corresponds to a filter W = 1 �UPC, where UPC is
the matrix of principal eigenvectors of the data covariance
matrix. As another example, a linear fit to a set of smooth
functions of frequency, stored in the columns of a matrix A,
would correspond to a choice of filter

W = 1� A
⇣
ATSA

⌘�1

ATS�1
, (15)

where S is the covariance of s.
After filtering, the cleaned signal

sc = Ws+Wf (16)

will contain both a version of the original signal where typ-
ically the longer-wavelength radial modes have been down-
weighted (Ws), as well as foreground residuals (Wf), unless
a perfect knowledge of the foreground spectral behaviour
can be achieved. This has two main consequences when it
comes to using sc for cosmology:

• Unless foregrounds have been perfectly removed (which
is never the case), the auto-correlation of the 21cm data
will be contaminated by foreground residuals that must be
marginalized over (unless we can convince ourselves that
their amplitude lies below the noise level at the relevant
length scales).

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)

• 1st: How well can we measure the bias ratios 
in a single redshift slice?


• 2nd: Will we beat CV in presence of 
foregrounds?


• 3rd: Are there optimal survey combinations?

Amadeus Witzemann, David Alonso, JF, Mário G. Santos
MNRAS 19 (HI IM with LSST-like)
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And in 
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trum P (k, z) as (Di Dio et al. 2014):

C
ab
` ⌘ h�a

`m�b⇤
`mi = 2

⇡

Z 1

0

dk k
2
W

a
` (k)W

b
` (k), (2)

W
a
` (k) =

Z
dz ba(z)�a(z)j`(k�(z))

p
P (k, z), (3)

Under Limber’s approximation (Limber 1954; Loverde & Af-
shordi 2008), this expression can be simplified to

C
ab
` =

Z
d�

ba�a bb�b H
2(�)

�2
P

✓
z(�), k =

`+ 1/2
�

◆
, (4)

where H is the expansion rate.
In this analysis we have used two di↵erent types of

tracers: the overdensity of galaxy number counts, which we
will label as �g, and the temperature fluctuations in the
21cm line emission caused by neutral hydrogen (HI), �H.
In the case of galaxy clustering, we approximate the linear
galaxy bias as b

g = 1 + 0.84z (LSST Science Collaboration
et al. 2009), which is an estimate of the results from (Wein-
berg et al. 2004). On the other hand, as described in Sec-
tion 3.2, the presence of spectrally smooth radio foregrounds
makes it infeasible to measure the average 21cm brightness
temperature T̄21, and it is therefore completely degenerate
with the linear bias function associated with this tracer:
bH(z) = T̄21(z) bHI(z), where bHI is the linear clustering bias
associated with the cosmic overdensity of neutral hydrogen
4. We model both quantities after Bull et al. (2015).

Finally, the observed fluctuations�a are inevitably con-
taminated by noise. In the case of galaxy clustering, this is
associated with shot-noise due to the discrete nature of the
sources used to reconstruct the true underlying distribution.
In this case, the noise power spectrum is simply given by the
inverse number density of tracer sources in units of Sr�1,

N
gg
` =

1
n̄
. (5)

For 21cm, the combination of instrumental noise and beam
smoothing, caused by the telescope’s finite size, e↵ectively
erases all modes below the telescope resolution. For an an-
gular Gaussian beam, the harmonic coe�cients of the beam,
multiplying the signal in harmonic space, can be simply
modelled as

B` = exp

✓
� `(`+ 1)✓2FWHM

16 log 2

◆
, (6)

where ✓FWHM if the beam full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) at a given frequency. The instrumental noise can
then be modelled as an additive Gaussian random field with
flat power spectrum. For single-dish observations, this is sim-
ply given by (Bull et al. 2015)

N
HH

` =
T

2

sys4⇡fsky
Ndish�⌫ttot

. (7)

Here Tsys is the system temperature, fsky is the total ob-
served sky fraction, Ndish is the number of dishes in the
instrument, ttot is the total integration time and �⌫ is the

4 Note that although this is the case in our analysis, there do
exist ways to extract the average HI brightness temperature, for
example using cross-correlations, or HI galaxy surveys (Wolz et al.
2017).

Figure 1. Sky mask used in our analysis, shown in Mollweide’s
projection and equatorial coordinates. The masked area is shown
in grey. The footprint corresponds to the sky observable from
the LSST and SKA with the regions of highest galactic emission
(both in synchrotron and dust) removed. The total unmasked
area is 16900 deg2 (fsky = 0.41.)

frequency bandwidth for the particular sky map under con-
sideration.

It is worth noting that we assume no cross-noise term
between galaxies and HI. This is expected to be present if
the HI-emitting star-forming galaxies form a significant frac-
tion of the galaxy sample, however we assume this shot-noise
contribution to be subdominant. We also neglect any corre-
lated 1/f -like noise component for intensity mapping. We
refer the reader to Harper et al. (2018) for a more detailed
discussion of correlated noise in the context of foreground
contamination and removal.

2.2 The Surveys

Our forecasts focus on the combination of 21cm intensity
maps, constructed from the SKA data, with optical obser-
vations of the galaxy distribution as could be achieved by
LSST. We describe the models used for both datasets here.

We assume the first phase of SKA (in particular SKA-1
MID (Santos et al. 2015)) to consist of 197 dishes, which
will use a total of ttot = 10.000 h integration time to pro-
duce intensity maps covering ⇠ 60% of the sky. We as-
sume a combination of surveys carried out with band 1
and band 2 receivers, and we use a frequency range of
⌫ 2 (390, 1300)MHz, corresponding to a redshift interval
0.1 6 z 6 2.65. Since we work with individual redshift
bins at a time, our results are always valid for the receiver
type that covers the relevant redshift range. We will assume
single-dish observations, which are limited in angular reso-
lution by a beam that we model as Gaussian with a FWHM
given by ✓FWHM = 1.22�/Ddish, where � is the observed
wavelength and Ddish is the dish diameter. We assume a
diameter Ddish = 14.5m5. Finally, we add white noise as
described in the previous section, with a smoothly-varying

5 SKA-1 MID will consist of a combination of 15 and 13.5m
dishes, and we use 14.5 as an approximation to the mean dish
diameter. This choice should not a↵ect the final results of this
study.

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 3. The signal-to-noise ratio for all estimators in the
no foregrounds case (top) and no foregrounds, no noise and no
beam case (bottom). Results from the simulations (solid lines)
give slightly lower signal-to-noise than the theoretical predictions
(dotted-dashed lines) in the upper panel from section 4.1. Nat-
urally, ✏opt (yellow) has the smallest variance, while ✏A and ✏X
perform similarly (blue and red, respectively). All of them beat
the cosmic variance estimator ✏

CV+ (cyan), in the foreground-
free case including noise and beam by a factor of 2-4, and in the
noiseless case by a factor of 3-8. It is worth noting that little or
no sensitivity is lost by discarding all 21cm auto-correlation in-
formation and using only cross-correlations (red vs. orange lines).

terms, and we obtain (S/N)�1 ! 0. This cosmic variance
cancellation would not be possible if the observables enter-
ing the estimators were not strongly correlated, as would be
the case if, for instance, the 21cm maps and galaxy cata-
log covered non-overlapping regions of the sky. In this case,
CovHH,gg

` = 0, and the signal-to-noise ratio for a cosmic-
variance limited version of ✏A,` would read:

✓
S

N

◆�1

CV,`

=
1p
2n`


(CHH

` )2

(CHH

` �N
HH

` )2
+

(Cgg
` )2

(Cgg
` �N

gg
` )2

�1/2

.

(30)
We will make use of these theoretical estimates (Eqs.

28, 29 and 30) in the next section to validate the results of
our simulated results in the absence of foregrounds.

4.2 Foreground-free results

In order to quantify the full power of the cosmic vari-
ance cancellation in the estimators described in Section
2.3, we first explore the results from simulations without
foregrounds or foreground removal, while including noise,
masking and beam smoothing. In this case, all the radial
modes are present in the HI data (i.e. the transfer function
is T` = 1), and can be used to constrain the bias ratio. The
upper panel of Figure 3 shows the signal-to-noise ratio of
all estimators as a function of multipole ` for the redshift

bin centered around z = 0.8. For concreteness, the quantity
plotted is

✓
S
N

◆

`

=
✏
true

`

�`
, (31)

where

✏
true

A,` ⌘

s
hCHH

` i
hCgg

` i

�����
FG�free

, ✏
true

X,` ⌘ hCHg

` i
hCgg

` i

�����
FG�free

, (32)

and

�
2

` = h✏2`i � h✏`i2. (33)

Here, angle brackets denote averaging over all simulations.
Note that we define ✏

true

` as the value of the estimator found
in foreground-free simulations, and not as the bias ratio
given in Eq. 9. This is due to the fact that the bias functions
and the background 21cm temperature vary slightly within
the redshift bin, giving rise to a non-negligible scale depen-
dence of the estimators that would be interpreted as a bias
when compared with averages of ✏ over redshift, even for
foreground-free simulations. For comparison, the figure also
shows results for an additional estimator ✏CV+ , defined as a
version of ✏A in which the auto-power spectra of 21cm and
galaxies are computed from simulations with di↵erent seeds.
The aim of this estimator is to show the results that would
be obtained in the absence of cosmic-variance cancellation
(e.g. as would be the case when trying to constrain fNL from
a single tracer). Note that we calculate ✏CV+ in di↵erent sce-
narios, also including instrumental noise, therefore it is not
necessarily limited by cosmic-variance.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of all estimators is
shown in the top panel of Figure 3, which shows how it
should be possible to significantly increase the sensitivity
within the multipole range ` . 100 by a factor of up to
⇠ 4 with respect to the CV-dominated case. This is true
for both ✏A and ✏X, which achieve very similar sensitivities.
The tight correlation between both estimators implies that
the improvement associated with combining both into ✏opt

is mild, and that very little information is lost by using only
cross-correlation information and discarding the 21cm auto-
correlations. For comparison, we show the theoretical pre-
dictions derived in the previous section as dashed lines. The
theory lines follow the same trends as the simulated results,
although they predict a SNR that is ⇠ 1.3 times higher than
the simulations, owing to the approximations that go into
their derivation. In all cases, no significant cosmic variance
cancellation can be achieved beyond the scale of the SKA
beam (` ⇠ 100), and the overall SNR drops significantly.

The impact of noise on cosmic-variance cancellation can
be further explored in a more idealized scenario, by making
use of noiseless maps (i.e. simulations containing no 21cm
instrumental noise or galaxy shot noise, as described in Sec-
tion 3.1). The results, in terms of S/N , are shown in the
lower panel of Fig. 3. Even in this idealized situation it is
not possible to achieve exact cosmic variance cancellation
(S/N �! 1), and the relative improvement with respect to
the CV-dominated case asymptotes at a factor of ⇠ 4 � 5.
This is caused by two factors: the redshift evolution of the
bias functions within the relatively thick redshift bins, and
the non-linear lognormal transformation used by CoLoRe to
guarantee positive-definite density fields. Both e↵ects pro-
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• Even when cross-correlating with other tracers of the
large-scale structure, the loss of radial modes implied by the
filter W must be taken into account and corrected for in the
model for the cross-correlation.

The first e↵ect is inherent to 21cm auto-correlations, and
can only be overcome if the residual contamination is su�-
ciently small, or if a su�ciently accurate foreground model
can be built to marginalize over their contribution. How-
ever, since we always know the filter W used by the fore-
ground cleaning pipeline, the second e↵ect can be modelled
and taken into account. In general, the action of W will be to
remove power from the largest radial scales, thus reducing
the overall amplitude of any projected clustering statistic.
Characterizing this reduction exactly requires a full model
of the 3D power spectrum, however we will take a simpler
approximate method here, similar to the procedure used in
e.g. Masui et al. (2013); Switzer et al. (2013). We model
the impact of W on the angular power spectrum as a scale-
dependent, multiplicative transfer function T`. I.e.:

C̃
HH

` = T
2

` C
HH

` , C̃
Hg

` = T` C
Hg
` . (17)

Here C̃` and C` denote power spectra computed after fore-
ground removal and in the absence of foregrounds respec-
tively, and C̃

HH

` does not include the contribution from fore-
ground residuals (i.e. it is only the auto-correlation of the
first term in Eq. 16). We estimate the transfer function from
our simulations as:

T` =
hCH̃H

` i �N
H̃H

`

hCHH

` i �N
HH

`

, (18)

where C
HH

` is the auto-correlation of a foreground-free sim-

ulation, CH̃H

` is the cross-correlation between a foreground-
cleaned and a foreground-free simulation (we have sub-
tracted the noise bias from both power spectra), and h i
denotes averaging over all simulations.

After accounting for this loss of modes, the estimators
✏A, X in Equations 10 and 11 above become

✏A,` ⌘

vuut Ĉ
HH

` �N
HH

`

(T`B`)2
⇣
Ĉ

gg
` �N

gg
`

⌘ , (19)

✏X,` ⌘
Ĉ

Hg
`

T` B`

h
Ĉ

gg
` �N

gg
`

i , (20)

4 RESULTS

4.1 Theoretical expectation

Before we set o↵ to use our simulations to study the fea-
sibility of multi-tracer methods for intensity mapping, it is
instructive to produce a theoretical estimate of the expected
performance of our estimators, in order to better understand
the simulated results, as well as the main sources of cosmic
variance cancellation.

From the expressions for ✏A and ✏X in Eqs. 10 and 11,

we can write, for one particular realization:

✏̂A,` = ✏A,`

s
1 +�Ĉ

HH

` /(CHH

` �N
HH

` )

1 +�Ĉ
gg
` /(Cgg

` �N
gg
` )

, (21)

✏̂X,` = ✏X,`
1 +�Ĉ

gH
` /C

gH
`

1 +�Ĉ
gg
` /(Cgg

` �N
gg
` )

, (22)

where, as before, all hatted quantities (e.g. ✏̂X,`) are mea-
surements of the equivalent non-hatted observables in a
given realization, and �Ĉ

XY
` is the fluctuation around the

mean C
XY
` in a given realization. Linearising with respect

to these fluctuations, we obtain:

✏̂A,` � ✏A,`

✏A,`
⇡ 1

2

 
�Ĉ
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` �N
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`

C
gg
` �N
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`

!
, (23)

✏̂X,` � ✏X,`

✏X,`
⇡ �Ĉ

gH
`

C
gH
`

� �Ĉ
gg
`

C
gg
` �N

gg
`

. (24)

To first order, the inverse-squared signal-to-noise ratio
can be found by taking the expectation value of the square
of the above quantities, obtaining:
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where CovWX,Y Z
` ⌘ h�Ĉ

WX
` �Ĉ

Y Z
` i. For Gaussian fields, a

simplified estimate of the covariance matrix (that does not
account for e.g. survey geometry) is (Knox 1995):

CovWX,Y Z
` =

C
WY
` C

XZ
` + C

WZ
` C

XY
`

(2`+ 1)fsky�`
, (27)

where fsky is the survey sky fraction and �` is the width of
the C` bandpowers used in the analysis.

Substituting this result into the equations above we ob-
tain a final expression for the theoretical signal-to-noise ra-
tio:
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(29)

where n` ⌘ (2`+1)fsky�` is the number of available modes
in a given bandpower.

Inspecting Eqs. 28 and 29, the idea of cosmic vari-
ance cancellation becomes apparent: for perfectly correlated
tracers (CgH

` ⌘
p

C
HH

` C
gg
` ), and in the absence of noise

(Ngg
` , N

HH

` ! 0), the negative terms in these equations,
originating from the covariance between numerator and de-
nominator in the estimators, exactly cancel the positive
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system temperature Tsys following the values given in San-
tos et al. (2017). Further particulars regarding the specific
simulated intensity maps used in this analysis are described
in Section 3.1

For LSST, we use the redshift distribution modelled in
Alonso et al. (2015a), which yields an integrated number
density of 43 galaxies per arcmin2, in agreement with LSST
Science Collaboration et al. (2009). As described in Section
3.1, we do not make a precise modelling of the photometric
redshift accuracy that LSST will achieve, and instead work
with redshift bins wide enough (�z = 0.1) to simulate the
loss of small radial scales. We do this in order to facilitate the
interpretation of the auto-correlation and cross-correlation
estimators presented in the next section. A more realistic
treatment would either account for the di↵erence in radial
window function between the 21cm and optical bins, or re-
weight the 21cm frequency channels contributing to each bin
to mimic the photo-z window function as closely as possible.

We assume almost complete overlap between SKA and
LSST, given their common observable sky. After account-
ing for contamination from galactic synchrotron (radio) and
dust (optical), the final common footprint, displayed in Fig.
1, covers 41% of the sky.

2.3 The Estimators

Under the assumption that the bias functions vary slowly
over the support of the selection functions, and in the limit
where the selection functions for both tracers are the same
(�g = �

H ⌘ �), the three di↵erent auto and cross-power
spectra described in Section 2.1 can be written as:

C
gg
` = b

2

g C` +N
gg
` ,

C
Hg = bgT̄21bHI B` C`, (8)

C
HH

` = T̄
2

21b
2

HI B
2

` C` +N
HH

` ,

where C` is the angular power spectrum of the matter over-
density projected along the line of sight with �.

On a realization-by-realization basis, the measured val-
ues of these quantities will be subject to sample variance,
due to the stochastic nature of both the underlying mat-
ter fluctuations and the instrumental and shot noise. For
signal-dominated modes, the realization-dependent fluctu-
ations will coincide for the three power spectra, and there-
fore it is possible to constrain certain parameters beyond the
limit imposed by sample variance if only a single tracer was
available (Seljak 2009). One obvious example of this is the
ratio of the tracer bias functions, which in an ideal noiseless
case could be measured exactly by taking ratios of the power
spectra above. In this work we will focus on the quantity

✏ ⌘ bHIT̄21

bg
, (9)

for which we propose two di↵erent estimators:
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where all hatted quantities (e.g. ĈHH

` ) are measurements in

a given realization. In addition to this, we will also consider
a third estimator making use of both the auto and cross-
correlation, which combines ✏A, X in an inverse-variance-
weighted manner:

✏opt =

P
i,j C

�1

ij ✏j
P

ij C
�1

ij

, (12)

where C is the covariance matrix of the two previous esti-
mators computed from simulations.

These three estimators can be understood as di↵erent
limits of a more general maximum-likelihood estimator com-
bining the three cross-correlations simultaneously, which al-
low us to explore the impact of foreground contamination in
the 21cm maps.

3 SIMULATED FORECASTS

3.1 The Simulations

We produce synthetic signal simulations of both the galaxy
distribution and 21cm maps using the publicly available
code CoLoRe6. CoLoRe e�ciently generates intensity maps
for any arbitrary line-emitting species and source catalogues
tracing the same dark matter distribution (with their respec-
tive biases bHI(z) and bgal(z)). CoLoRe first generates a Gaus-
sian realization of the linearised density field at z = 0 along
with the corresponding linear radial velocity field. It then
linearly evolves density and velocity to the redshift of each
grid point in the simulation and produces a 3D cube of the
physical matter density in the lightcone using a log-normal
transformation (described in e.g. Coles & Jones (1991))7

For the galaxy sample the density field is biased and then
Poisson-sampled using the galaxy number density N(z). For
21cm, the density field is used to generate a biased HI den-
sity, which we then interpolate into spherical shells that we
output as sky maps. For simplicity, we switch o↵ the e↵ect
of redshift-space distortions, and therefore the redshift of
each source is calculated without accounting for the local
velocity field. We simulate a cubic box with 20483 Carte-
sian grid points and a length large enough to encompass the
comoving volume to redshift z = 2.7. This yields a grid reso-
lution of �x ' 4h�1Mpc. The initial Gaussian density field
is smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of size RG = 5h�1Mpc
to avoid grid artifacts as well as the non-linear distortions
induced by the log-normal transformation. This scale is sig-
nificantly smaller than those we focus on, or than the SKA
beam, and therefore the impact of this smoothing on our
results is negligible.

We generate 21cm intensity maps with a frequency res-
olution of �⌫ = 1 MHz. To each of these maps we first add
the simulated foreground maps, smooth them using the SKA
Gaussian beam and add the instrumental noise as described
above. To study the case of ideal noise-free cosmic-variance
cancellation we also simulate equivalent maps of the galaxy

6 https://github.com/damonge/CoLoRe
7 Note that CoLoRe is also able to produce physical density fields
through other more accurate methods (e.g. 1st and 2nd-order La-
grangian perturbation theory, but we chose the log-normal for
simplicity and performance reasons). This choice should be irrel-
evant given that our analysis focuses on relatively large scales.
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Summary/Future
• Multi-tracer is a powerful technique to improve 

cosmological measurements of cosmic-variance limited 
parameters and opens new windows for synergies between 
different surveys;


• Improve methods to deal with foregrounds;


• improve numerical and statistical methods to deal with 
future large topographical datasets (i.e. include correlations 
in redshift);


• Use higher order statistical (bispectrum) correlations in radio 
cosmology and combined with optical galaxy surveys; 

Measuring effects on large-scales
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